
 Interactive Outerwear that

Layers with Ease!
Mix and match outerwear, perfect for wearing alone or layered, with the

ability to zip in and zip out with ease. The Collective gives you options to

uniform your employees both in the o�ce and in the �eld.

The Collective Outerwear System

by Port Authority

The Collective outerwear system is a collection of outerwear that can be customized to meet a variety of

climates and uniforming needs. It gives you the ability to mix and match pieces to create your own 3-in-1

jacket. So, when the weather changes, you can easily zip in or zip out of layers to �nd your perfect warmth

level.

See How It Works!

The Collective Outer Shell

Start with a sophisticated Outer Shell that is breathable and waterproof. It features fully seamed polyester, a

slightly longer length, reverse coil zippers, adjustable hood with locking draw cord, interior and exterior storm

�aps, interior chest pocket, adjustable snap cu�s, and zippered hand pockets. It also includes zip attachment

points and 3 snap points to layer additional pieces in the Collective. Color options include deep black,

graphite, river blue, night sky blue (men's only), and red pepper (ladies only). 
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Then choose from 4 layering options to complete your look and

accommodate your needs.

The Collective Soft Shell Jacket

 The Collective Soft Shell Jacket o�ers a subtle mini

rip stop texture with double need stitching

throughout. It is water and wind resistant, has a

slightly longer length, front reverse coil zippered

covered pockets, and it can be zipped in and

secured by snap attachments to the outer shell

jacket. Color options include deep black, graphite,

gusty grey, river blue, and night sky blue.

The Collective Soft Smooth Fleece

 The Collective Soft Smooth Fleece Jacket o�ers a

smooth face, brushed back, and contrast cover

stitching that make this warm �eece jacket a

classier alternative to a casual �eece. It is a 9.8

ounce, 100% polyester �eece, slightly longer in

length, with front reverse coil zippered pockets,

and open cu�s and hem. It can be zipped in and

secured by snap attachments to the outer shell

jacket. The ladies version also features ruching at

the collar and a tulip hem. Color options include

black, graphite, gusty grey (men only), night sky

blue, and red pepper (ladies only).

The Collective Insulated Vest
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 The Collective Insulated Vest combines warmth and

low-bulk quilted insulation with �exible soft shell

side panels for a trend-right, weather resistant

look. It features a slightly longer length, stretch

side panels, open front pockets, and a front center

zip. It can be zipped in and secured by snap

attachments inside an outer Collective layer. The

ladies version features front and back waist details

and a tulip hem. Color options include deep black,

graphite, gusty grey (men's only) and white (ladies

only).

The Collective Insulated Jacket

The Collective Insulated Jacket combines warmth

and low-bulk quilted insulation with �exible soft

shell side panels for a trend-right, weather

resistant look. It features a slightly longer length,

stretch side panels, open front pockets, and a front

center zip. It can be zipped in and secured by snap

attachments inside an outer Collective layer. The

ladies version features front and back waist details

and a tulip hem. Color options include deep black,

graphite, and river blue.

 Don't see what you are looking for or
have something else in mind?

No problem! Reach out to us today and we can help you �nd the

perfect way to uniform your employees for fall.

FOLLOW US
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